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THIRTY FOR THIRTY
ART COMPETITION

To celebrate Buro Four’s 30th anniversary, our
commitment towards creativity and our continued
support of the Arts, we are pleased to present the
Thirty for Thirty art competition.
For this exciting competition, we tasked thirty
emerging artists to each produce a piece of art that
responds to a building we helped to deliver from
our 30 years in business. The results are presented
in this book and we are pleased to congratulate the
following artists:
Winner
Becky Allen
Commendations
Gemma Land
Guillermo Aguilar-Huerta
Ella Phillips
People’s Choice Award
Rod McIntosh
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FOREWORD

Buro Four has been making space for thirty
years. We make space in terms of the places
we help to deliver, but we also make the
metaphorical space for creativity to thrive.
We started up in 1985 and, although our horizons
have widened exponentially since then, the spirit of
Buro Four has remained the same: an approach that
celebrates creativity and inspired leadership, a delight
in working with likeminded clients and collaborators,
and a deep interest in people and their potential.
Our company has developed and grown over three
decades on the premise that simply defaulting to
the most obvious route is not enough. We have
learned that we should take nothing as read, and
that if Buro Four is to continue leading the delivery
of exceptional places we have to be able to see new
versions of what’s possible. The best results come
from enabling rather than co-ordinating, inspiring
rather than dictating. It’s a little like the commissioning
of the artworks in this book. Among the familiar
and the known, we have to make space for new
perspectives, for the unexpected and the undreamt-of.
Unlike many others in our discipline, we talk a lot
about creativity at Buro Four. Creativity is often
perceived to be at odds with the more pragmatic
project-managerial concerns of a construction
project, whatever its size. And yet our business is
founded on the view that ideas and delivery are not
mutually exclusive. Creativity is precisely the thing
that keeps us interested – and what makes most of

our work possible. It’s not just the design idea that
enables us to achieve our clients’ ambitions; it’s the
imaginative process by which we realise that idea.
Our job, therefore, is to create a collaborative
environment where every member of a project team
can extend and surpass what they might be able to
achieve as individuals. By continually working with
likeminded people at the top of their capabilities,
we are able to traverse the space between that
capability and our collective ambition. Many of the
companies we worked with in our early days have
grown and expanded their horizons with us; others
have come to us because they recognise that we can
help and support them in making their next leap in
terms of project scope, complexity or quality. We are
willing to challenge scenarios which are unknown,
difficult or awkward, and so often find ourselves
working with clients or consultants who are trying
to achieve something exemplary or pioneering in
their field. So while our values – defined as five Cs
of challenge, creativity, control, commitment and
collaboration – have remained the same, these
relationships have enabled our maturing company
to gather around it some additional Cs: those of
confidence and complexity. Corporate is one C that
we are unlikely to entertain, however. We may be
all grown up now but a singular, independent spirit
remains strong at the heart of our approach.
We apply the same approach to our own team. Our
interest in people is genuine and deep-rooted, and we
believe in nurturing and challenging them – both as

individuals and as a collective. Many staff have been
with us for decades; others have changed direction
within the company, supported in a move between
disciplines. But this is not a closed shop; we actively
invite in people from the outside, people who break
the mould and bring out-of-the-ordinary experiences
or unusual perspectives with them. We are proud
to have counted an ex RAF pilot, a sculptor and
stonemason among our staff as well as many from
less unexpected disciplines – architects, engineers,
surveyors, contractors and developers. Just as our
thirty artists have revealed some of our favourite
work over the last thirty years through new lenses,
so these varying backgrounds give our people their
own very particular take on project management.

Between now and 2045, we know that the construction
industry will have to evolve significantly, driven
by developing technologies, innovative materials
and techniques, and increased collaboration and
complexity. It will be shaped further by the urgent
demands of climate change and population growth.
Maintaining Buro Four’s very human touch and ability
to think laterally will be critical in the face of these
immense challenges. Processes will evolve, but the
need for people and clear thinking won’t. In this
brave new world, we will still need ideas, we will still
need the ability to transform the everyday into the
extraordinary. As our world changes, Buro Four will
continue to be curators and facilitators of creativity
– albeit with a firm eye on project practicalities.

The structure of the company – a 100% employeeowned benefit trust - has been designed to support
these ideas of inspiration and leadership. We set up
the trust in 2003, and in many ways it’s the epitome of
the company’s people-centric culture, safeguarding
our independence and continued dynamism as
an organisation. It simultaneously provides an
armature for our future stability, and sufficient room
for the Buro Four team to continue to evolve.

None of this, of course, would be – or will be –
possible without the hundreds of staff, clients
and collaborators with whom we make incredible
spaces. Thank you to each and every one of you.

Having come this far together, we can now look ahead
to the next thirty years of collaboration. As we go
to press, we are moving towards planning on one of
London’s largest developments, and expanding rapidly
in the regions and overseas. And we’ll continue to push
into new territories, geographically and intellectually.

The Directors of Buro Four 2015
David, Iain, Richard, Russell and Steve

INTRODUCTION

Celebrating anniversaries is a tricky business.
Which ones, for example: fifth possibly, tenth
probably, 15th not necessarily, 20th probably,
25th definitely, 30th yes, but how?
In the case of Buro Four, an excellent publication by
the Architects’ Journal recorded the highlights of the
first 25 years; however, simply repeating the formula
and providing an update about what happened in the
next five is not really their style, interesting though such
an exercise would have been. Instead, an imaginative
initiative resulted in an invitation to thirty artists to
respond to the stimulus of thirty buildings in which
Buro Four has played a part, thereby celebrating
not only creativity but also the organisation of
delivery, the Cinderella of the construction sector.
The results, seen in the pages that follow, provide
an interesting contrast of art and architecture. The
artists’ responses are invited not simply to ideas, but
to the physicality of the completed buildings and the
spaces within them. This may be analogous to the
work of the project manager, in the sense that every
project throws up a new challenge in a new location.
Whatever the fixes, the question to be addressed
is what the appropriate response should be.
The analogy stops there, of course. Artists
respond, Buro Four facilitates and delivers. And
while there is undoubtedly room for, and indeed
a requirement for, creative thinking on the part of
all building professionals, it is of a quite different
nature to what happens in the mind of the artist.

On the other hand, there are other analogies in
respect of the two activities, one being the way in
which art is itself delivered. There is an erroneous
assumption on the part of much of the public that
what artists do is 90 percent inspiration and 10
percent perspiration when it is almost certainly
the other way round, hence all those assistants,
for example, who do hard slog for Damien Hirst.
Artists and sculptors need to be extraordinarily
disciplined in the way they work through their ideas
in order to arrive at a finished piece. The sheer
effort involved (one thinks of those hyper-realists
and their spray cans involved in seemingly industrial
production) can be intense, far more physical than
what will be experienced by those planning the
delivery of a building, and more akin to labour on site.
It is also the case that artists re-work and re-work,
something averse to the delivery of construction
projects where linear process is all-important, since time
lost or wasted really is money. Here, the relationship
of art to architecture is closer, since (sometimes
to the annoyance of client and delivery team), the
creative mind may move elliptically, sometimes going
back on itself, before arriving at a firm conclusion.
Artists do not, of course, require planning permission
and cost plans; very little need for a bar chart or
spreadsheet. They are free agents, as long as they have
the necessary funding to undertake what it is they wish
to do. And of course as long as they have a prompt to
begin artistic activity. What Buro Four has done is to

offer a catalyst for that activity: buildings that are the
consequence partly of art and partly of science, partly
of creative synthesis and partly of the relationship of
time to finance, construction and product technology.
Of course this is a competition that could have been
launched at any time, but the idea of celebrating
a 30th anniversary through thirty artworks is itself
a creative response, marking a significant moment
in the life of an organisation prepared to bring
lateral thinking to any and every challenge.
Paul Finch, Programme Director,
World Architecture Festival

THIRTY FOR THIRTY
ART COMPETITION

Buro Four would like to extend a special thank you
to all those who made this competition possible,
especially the artists for all their efforts in researching
and producing such wonderful pieces of work.
A special thanks to the Thirty for Thirty judges:
Architecture Critic, Paul Finch; Art Curator and Founder
of The Line, Megan Piper; International Photographer,
Peter Cook; and Buro Four Founding Director, Clive Birch.
Thank you to Central Saint Martins’ Fine Art Programme
Leader, Alex Schady for taking the time to facilitate the
judging process and to the team at the National Theatre
for their extraordinary efforts in planning the exhibition.
We’d also like to thank Push Print, Rachel Birchmore and Emma
Keyte for their support in the development of this book.
Finally, we would like to thank our clients for
all the work over the last 30 years, without
whom, none of this would be possible.

10 NEW BURLINGTON STREET

for THE CROWN ESTATE AND EXEMPLAR
10 New Burlington Street, which backs onto London’s
celebrated Regent Street, was a beautiful Grade II listed
building with historic context. Turning it into an efficient,
sustainable mixed-use building of the highest quality
was a challenge. The project had a number of unique
characteristics, including a fully retained row of 17th
century listed vaults that were used to overcome the
tight logistical constraints of working in the West End.
Completed in 2013, this award-winning, BREEAM ‘excellent’
building has now been given a new lease of life.

UNTITLED

by BECKY ALLEN

10 New Burlington Street is a building characterised by the contrast of its rigid lines and exterior
fluid structure. I responded to the reflections cast by the lighting in the entrance area, where
multiple lines and the luminous trajectory was reflected manifold in its glass surroundings,
creating seemingly infinite channels of light. Whilst walking through New Burlington Street, I was
struck by the repetition of line in its interior architecture and the softness of its exterior.
Repeating my own lines within geometric shapes that resemble the streams of lighting, the solid lines
gradually undulate and manifest to create movement and fluidity. Fascinated by the inchoate nature
of form and capturing the moment that it borders both reality and abstraction. The imagery wants
you to look deeper to find new meaning in shapes that suggest a human or natural element.

NAOROJI STREET
for BURO FOUR

A deeply personal project for Buro Four, this former
Victorian primary school was fully renovated into
our new London headquarters. The project met our
requirement to house our expanding workforce into
a larger space, and it provided a genuine opportunity
for experimentation and a chance to improve our
working practices and enhance our brand.
Whilst fulfilling our wishes to create a modern
office with vibrant and welcoming open spaces, the
building also maintains the quirks and some traditional
features of its schoolhouse past. We were delighted
when our home became a winner at the BCO
South East and London Regional Awards in 2012.

THE SCHOOL HOUSE
by ELLA PHILLIPS

Behaviours and how they are affected by design are concerns of my work. This often results in interactive
video installations that respond to both physical and digital spaces, exploring the relationship between
agency, propaganda, instruction and art. Inspired by 1 Naoroji Street, The School House is an interactive
video installation that enables the audience to be an observer and/or performer. Comprising two videos,
one shows abstracted architectural features projected onto the ceiling above a Victorian school desk;
the other is styled as a video game, displayed in stereoscopic vision on oculus goggles with audio.
1 Naoroji Street’s transparent surfaces, windows and archways have been designed to facilitate openness and
communication. Its uses have ranged from Victorian schoolhouse, software company and is now a headquarters
for project managers, designers and architects. The School House imagines how the building would make sense
of these histories. It considers the role of the architect, as designer of space and teacher of human behaviour. In
1962, artist/architect Hans Hollein called to ‘liberate architecture from building’. In The School House, the brick
and mortar disintegrate into pixels, becoming a ‘virtual game’ that will give you the tools to hack any space.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

for the UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL
The University of Liverpool sought to create a
cohesive identity for the School of Engineering
and consolidate its presence within the University,
city and beyond. The brief was to create a new,
modern building with improved facilities that
would enhance the quality of learning.
Buro Four worked closely with the University of
Liverpool to enable the department to function whilst
the new buildings were being delivered. Completed
in 2008, the innovative department provides an
attractive centre, fit for international level research.

UNTITLED

by GEMMA LAND
I photographed the School of Engineering building in Liverpool to create this piece. Like the
building, it was created by a hybrid of new and old methods, combining the traditional methods
of analogue film photography and hand sewing with the more modern method of digital fabric
printing. Like the building, it creates a unique juxtaposition of the traditional and modern.

LUDWIG ERHARD HAUS

for INDUSTRIE-UND HANDELSKAMMER (IHK)
Ludwig Erhard Haus for Industrie-und Handelskammer
(IHK) was our first major property development
commission outside of the UK. Incorporating new
facilities for the Chamber of Commerce, Berlin’s
Stock Exchange and premises for the VBKI this was
a phenomenally challenging design by a signature
architect, working alongside a truly Anglo-German
team. In addition to offices, the design incorporated
an exhibition and conference centre, restaurant and
retail outlet. Completed in 1998 the entire process
demanded the very best creative thinking and
provided an opportunity for us to really show what we
could do in the emerging unified German market.

WHITE COSMIC DUST

by GUILLERMO AGUILAR-HUERTA
The Atrium was the perfect place for ‘White Cosmic Dust’. It is the meeting point and displacement in the
building. White and primary colours dominate, with contrasting colours to provide sobriety; harmonising with
the steel and glass. The use of polypropylene was essential - strong and durable, yet light and easy to install.
This piece forms part of the Universal Series involving a process of change called ‘galactic dawn’, which
according to Mayan codices symbolises evolution of collective spirit that marks the beginning of a new era
in the history of mankind. Through ancient books which conveyed, among others, information regarding
architecture, astronomy and mathematics. Nowadays, due to a rapid and disorganised process of industrialisation
and globalisation a large part of mankind has lost its habitat, thus losing its connection with nature.
Consequently, an increasing number of human beings have fallen victims of consumerism, mass
production, and individualism. The project purpose is to show cycles that have a beginning and
an end. In other words, I aim to represent opportunities for the evolution and development of
civilisations, and how these factors can have a major influence in our modern society.

FOLKESTONE ACADEMY

for the DEPARTMENT FOR EDUCATION
The Channel School in Folkestone was selected
for the City Academy programme; replacing the
existing school with an inspiring, modern academy
with specialisms in the Creative Arts and European
Culture. The challenge was to provide high levels of
educational facilities and accommodation for over 1400
pupils whilst meeting head-on complications arising
from site conditions and sensitive planning issues.
The building, delivered in 2007, has proved to be of
high quality with an exceptional signature architectural
design of which all parties, including students, are
proud and which is now delivering high quality
education and changing young people’s futures.

IT STARTS WITH YOU
by ROD MCINTOSH

‘It Starts With You’ is a large Indian ink painting on several layers of Chinese mulberry paper across 8 wooden
discs. The circle and plywood references the 8 three storey House pods of Folkestone Academy. The work
started as a large single brush stroke circle and transformed into the fluid curve. A solitary open gilded form,
an ensō circle, can be seen at the left hand side. The flow of a thick brushstroke guides the eye from the gold
circle through a downward sweep and up toward a higher exit point and a solid gold shape. Across the path of
this sweeping mark other lines intersect at angles, coming into and off the curve, creating a dynamic. A sightline
can be drawn diagonally across from the start to the finish and beyond. But rarely does any journey follow a
straight line. Reminded of snakes and ladders there are set backs along with moments of great achievement.
The work references the architectural footprint and materials pallet of the Folkestone Academy
along with the embodied philosophy of child centred life-long learning. Equipping the students with
the skills and knowledge to set and achieve realistic scholastic and overarching life goals. Nurturing
them and raising aspirations, to become individual catalysts for change within the community.
For a young school, it has achieved much. It is held in high esteem up upon the hill where
it sits. First generation school leavers have entered higher and further education, cabinets
full of trophies for individual and house success are all testament to this.
So whilst I may have placed a ‘trophy’ on the top right of my image it
starts with believing in valuing, gilding the individual.

BRAMALL MUSIC BUILDING

for the UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM
Built as a new home for the renowned School of
Music at the University of Birmingham in 2012,
The Bramall Music Building completes Sir Aston
Webb’s 1900 masterplan for Chancellor’s Court;
a semi-circle of (now Grade II listed) buildings
at the heart of the University campus.
The incredible 450-seat concert hall and flexible
space now accommodates a range of performances
from a solo voice to a full symphony orchestra,
as well as providing “state-of-the-art” teaching
and research facilities for the University.

ABYSS

by MATT VIAL
For my piece, I wanted to focus on the relationship between music and visual art. The Bramall Music
Building by Glenn Howell Architects is a phenomenal building that is constructed to let you experience
music in the best possible way. I’ve always loved the way music flows and the rhythms that are a part
of it. I wanted to show that in my piece, the fluidness and abstract nature of each form of art.
The ability to appreciate every detail and every note that creates the final
composition. That one brush stroke or one note that completes the piece, that’s
what I wanted to focus on. The relationship between music and visual art.

NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE

for the LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION
The world famous National Tennis Centre is the
primary site for tennis in Great Britain. Our goal was
to provide first class facilities for the occupants to
realise their potential, both on and off the court. The
facilities include six indoor courts, sixteen outdoor
courts (grass, clay and acrylic), a specialised gym,
medical, rehabilitation and educational facilities.
The “state-of-the-art” building with its striking
canopied entrance won the BCO’s “Best of the
Best” award for high quality buildings in 2008 and
secured further awards from the Civic Trust and
RIBA. The Lawn Tennis Association headquarters is
now a highly successful and true asset to the sport,
attracting top players back to the UK for training.

POINT BY POINT

by CAROLINE BANKS

I kept returning to the horizontal design of the structure and primarily the massive internal tennis playing
space. After my visit, it was clear that there is a real appreciation of the use of concrete, as well as the
use of grey and blue in the main space. These influenced my choice of colours and materials.
I wanted to capture the feeling of the structure enfolding the activities and supporting the ambition of
those working in it. My aim was to express the movement, energy and focus of the sport that the building
has been designed to enhance. Point by Point records the activity of one player during a winning game.

CAFÉ ROYAL

for THE CROWN ESTATE
Initially opened in 1865, Café Royal was once one
of the most fashionable, bohemian venues for
London’s elite. Now forming part of Quadrant
One, Café Royal is part of The Crown Estate’s
Regent Street vision strategy. In line with the
regeneration of the area, the project encapsulates
the values of quality, heritage, style and success.

CAFÉ ROYAL

by BETH LIEVESLEY

Steeped in history, the iconic Café Royal represents a vision and a value where the past is respected and the
present is relished. With such varied and eminent personalities attracted to the magnetic appeal of the Café Royal
and shaping a history and culture that has been fully embraced through the sensitive restoration of this unique
aspect of London’s past and present; this art work respects the attention to detail and grandeur of the Café Royal’s
past, coupled with contemporary style befitting of its tenure today as one of the world’s most exclusive hotels.
The Café Royal is built on its eclectic history, embracing the people that have frequented its facilities
since 1865. From Oscar Wilde to David Bowie, each personality has left their mark and been embraced
within the David Chipperfield designed restoration that we enjoy today. In this context, my artwork
emphasises the attention to detail that the Café Royal has become synonymous with and combines the
use of relevant publications, maps, music and quotes from its famous patrons and past to create a unique
homage to its architectural and cultural history, weaving historical detail with contemporary design.

ANGEL BUILDING

for DERWENT LONDON
A much-lauded development, the redefinition
of the Angel building in 2010 took it from a
thoroughly tired 1980’s office building into an
attractive, well-designed space to convene, work
and shop. Through our longstanding working
partnership with Derwent London, the success of
the project was guaranteed, with all sides looking
to maximise the value of the building with creative
planning and incredible architectural design.
The Angel Building has won a whole host of awards
including the BCO Regional Award 2011 for Best
Commercial Office, the BCO Test of Time Award 2015
and was nominated for the RIBA Stirling Prize in 2011.

CUBIC CORE

by MARK ROSE
I was particularly inspired by the beautiful concrete interior and stunning atrium roof which
floods the heart of the building with sunlight and contrasting shadows. The Architect’s decision
to recycle the structural framework of the previous building was a major influence in the
design of my sculpture. I felt there was a strong sense of transition in producing a new building
from an existing structure; a theme that I wanted to incorporate into my final artwork.
Using model makers’ matchsticks, I carefully constructed my sculpture into ever larger units
of form; these units each emanating from a central cube of space which directly relates
to the Angel Building. The central core is painted in a dark grey acrylic which transitions
into a lighter shade as it reaches the unfinished outer edge of the framework.
The final sculpture delicately suspends in space, offering multiple perspectives to the viewer.
Light shines throughout its open structure; highlighting its differing states of completion, and
casting shadows which are perhaps reminiscent of a building under construction.

WENTWORTH CASTLE AND CONSERVATORY
for WENTWORTH CASTLE AND STAINBOROUGH PARK TRUST
Wentworth Castle is a 17th century Grade I listed
country house, and the former seat of the Earls of
Strafford. Major additions dating from the 18th and
19th century form part of this historically important and
well-known site. The gothic castle folly and elegant
iron conservatory featured in the BBC Two series
‘Restoration’ in September 2003 (voted third in the final).
Safeguarding the integrity and future of the Estate, the
house needed a specialist restoration programme. As
well as recovering evidence of generations of gardening,
the project has provided links to the wider estate and
brought new focus to the plant collections which are
historically, among the most important in the country.
The scheme several awards, including the Civic Trust
Partnership Award in 2008 and the Insider Yorkshire
Renaissance Awards – Restoration Award.

UNTITLED

by MATT BENINGTON

I learnt that the famed botanist John Bartram had sent samples to Thomas and William Wentworth. He also
included insightful descriptions of the Native American population. Just two hours drive away from John
Bartram’s birthplace is the Carlisle Industrial School, where Native Americans say their children had to give up
their cultures. I discovered a photograph of the school that showed displaced children of the Iroquois tribe.
I employed a labour intensive method of etching hand painted marks into steel and hand painted a negative of the
image in acid resistant varnish etching, working from light to dark and defining tonal layers with corrosive acid.

RATHFINNY WINERY

for RATHFINNY ESTATE
The Rathfinny Estate in the heart of the South
Downs boasts a terroir that is almost identical
to that of France’s Champagne region.
Striving to be the UK’s largest and greenest winery,
the project involved the creation of an estate office
building, restoration of the listed flint barn, bottling and
storage facilities. Completed in 2014, the development
is part of the estate’s ongoing growth plans, with
planting to be progressively increased until all fields
are planted by 2019. The architecturally-pleasing
buildings have benefited from a unified approach
and, most importantly for the operators, embrace
practical, sustainable principles throughout.

UNTITLED

by ROSS JARDINE

I captured what I felt to be the most interesting parts of the Rathfinny Winery in this watercolour and ink painting.
The composition of the separate images were made on Photoshop and printed for reference. This draws the
viewer in and exhibits the geometric shapes of the building. My impressionistic and illustrative style is shown
throughout the painting and particularly highlighted in the sky, where colour and form are bold and exciting.

EXCHEQUER COURT
for SPEYHAWK

Exchequer Court, St Mary Axe holds a piece
of history for Buro Four as the only project
where, having been involved in the initial design
and construction, we were then instructed to
oversee its total demolition and rebuilding.
The 1990 IRA bombing of Bishopsgate meant the
original building was wrecked by the explosion
and the remains were declared structurally unsafe.
Having been the project managers on the original
scheme we were thrilled to be appointed as the
independent project managers overseeing the
demolition, re-design and re-construction of the new
Exchequer Court. This new building still survives
unscathed, and is a testament to our ability to
adapt to unique circumstances and creativity.

EXCHEQUER COURT

by SAM ALEXANDER

I wanted to dedicate the piece to each individual member of the project team with a particular
focus on the different roles, but also the remarkable communication and teamwork during the
construction of Exchequer Court. From artisans to land surveyors, project managers to architects,
I have represented the importance of teamwork and roles in a trapeze inspired by the silhouette
of the building. Each individual personality is shown by their colourful craft, with the overall piece
representing how a construction is made and demolished by the power of a workforce.

ALL SOULS

for THE CHURCHES CONSERVATION TRUST
All Souls is an outstanding Grade II* listed former
church that lies in the heart of Bolton’s Crompton
community. Built in the latter half of the 19th century,
it remained a centre of activity until well into the
1980’s before falling into disuse and disrepair.
In 2013 a specialist restoration programme begun
to save this architecturally valuable and much-loved
building. The project ensured that the original beauty
of the church was lovingly restored and sensitively
preserved, whilst introducing an element of contemporary
design to enable the building to perfectly serve its
new purpose as an events and community space. Such
was the incredible success of the project in 2015, that
it went on to win four RICS North West Awards for
Building Conservation, Community Benefit, Design
through Innovation and Building of the Year.

UNTITLED

by BARABARA NATI

Instead of subverting the appearance of the state-of-the-art interiors, I chose a more conceptual
approach. The skillful redesign of the building has helped All Souls come back to serving the
community as a pivotal landmark for people of all ethnicities and religious confessions.
The elephant has become the unofficial symbol of Bolton and even appeared on Bolton’s unofficial coat of arms
since at least 1799. The true origin of Bolton’s curious association with elephants is not known, but visitors are
often struck by the number of elephants adorning buildings and street furniture in the town centre. Every year
a festival called ‘Wandering Elephants’ takes place in All Souls, where model elephants made by members of
the community are displayed and then given away as a token of love, care or community support. This is why
I have portrayed this magnificent animal (although a reimagined creature with mythological features), as the
community that is supporting the centre in a virtuous circle that is potentially thought for every individual.
As their motto clearly says “All Souls for all souls”.

DALMAHOY COUNTRY CLUB AND HOTEL
for MARRIOTT HOTELS

The refurbishment of the Grade A listed Dalmahoy
House, set in the rolling green Scottish countryside on
the outskirts of Edinburgh, was a large undertaking.
Converting the early 18th century manor house into
an impressive country club needed a light touch to
retain the distinctive period features of the building
and retain the historic beauty of the property.
The renovations included the bar, restaurant and
public areas - as well as the construction of a
new sixty-six bed extension wing incorporating
the finest quality fixtures and fittings so as not
to detract from the original architecture.

DALMAHOY #BIGHOOSE

by LINDSEY LAVENDER

Painting predominates my practice with drawing as a fundamental, underpinning all aspects of work. Through my
paintings I examine environments, seeking simple overlooked observations creating a sense of calm which draws
viewers in. I explore juxtapositions of manmade and natural, rhythms of light and shade on the seemingly ordinary.
Not wanting to focus my attention on either the original Georgian house or the crisp white new build wing
in the first instance; I took my time doing a series of sketches and colour studies exploring colour and testing
composition. Eventually, I focused my work on a quiet bay of the original building when dramatically lit by the
morning sun. I enjoy the fact that this side area would not usually feature in a photograph or artwork and that
its ordinariness is transformed by the play of light and shade. I have hinted at the stately features of the main
façade by showing the arched portico to the left and a glimpse of the newer wing of the building beyond this.

BUXTON CRESCENT HOTEL AND THERMAL SPA

for BUXTON CRESCENT HOTEL AND THERMAL SPA COMPANY LTD
The iconic Grade I listed Buxton Crescent was the
centrepiece of the fifth Duke of Devonshire’s plans to
establish a fashionable Georgian spa town in Buxton. Built as
high quality accommodation, it also houses the magnificent
Assembly Rooms which were at the social heart of the 18th
century town. The buildings have been in disuse since 1992.
This regeneration project sees the loving restoration and
conversion of the buildings into a 79-bedroom luxury
spa hotel and visitor centre, as well a incorporating
the neighbouring natural baths and a “state-ofthe-art” thermal, natural mineral water spa.

UNTITLED

by TIM FOWLER
My paintings are partially recognisable images distorted with strong colour and abstract elements.
I try to capture something deeper, as opposed to literal representation. I use combinations
of acrylic, enamel, gloss, spray paint, ink, graffiti paints, oil sticks and marker pens.
For this painting I really wanted to emphasise the grandeur of the building. So it was important that
the image really leapt out to the viewer, as if they were standing in front of the building themselves.
Colour is always an important factor in my work. Therefore, I was very conscious throughout that
the juxtaposition and palette would create depth within the piece and not overwhelm it.

NT FUTURE

for THE ROYAL NATIONAL THEATRE
A South Bank institution since the mid 1970’s, the
iconic Grade II listed National Theatre has entertained
audiences with its productions for decades. The
National Theatre wanted to put education at the
forefront of its mission and the renovation of the
National Theatre (NT Future) sought to create an
enhanced environment in which audiences and artists
are not only entertained, but also increasingly engaged.
Improved connections to the River Thames Walk, the
creation of the new Slacker Entrance Pavilion, Clore
Learning Centre and the stunning Sherling High-Level
Walkway (which allows audiences a unique chance to
learn and discover the inner workings of the theatre)
have all enhanced the experience for both theatregoers
and South Bank visitors for future generations.

UNTITLED

by SOPHIE DICKENS
A sculpture that responds to the interventions and redevelopment of the National
Theatre. The newly renovated National Theatre gives the impression of something very
solid that had been opened up, the inside reaching out, enticing the outside in.
My sculpture is made to reflect this - the creation of new spaces, the new relationship between
the inside and the outside and the dynamic feeling of transparency and openness.

EMBANKMENT PLACE
with FARRELLS

Embankment Place is not only a historical area and
recognisable location but a richly diverse area of
London. This major development, using air rights over
Charing Cross Station, involved an innovative and
ambitious structural approach. Rising nine storeys
over the train tracks and providing uninterrupted
office floor space further areas of retail were also
created underneath Hungerford Railway Bridge.
Framed by two new Porticos the redevelopment
of Charing Cross is a unique example of how to
integrate major engineering and infrastructure
work in a prominent urban location sensitively.

JOURNEYS THROUGH THE FLOATING WORLD
by CAIO LOCKE

Responding to the interventionist and seemingly ungrounded nature of Embankment Place,
the painting conjures a floating world contained within a sphere. The porthole aperture evokes
the view from a passing ship and mirrors the Villiers Street windows of the structure.
Above the sphere, to the right, the lateral façade reflects the window of Kipling House opposite,
from where the once resident author (1889-91) peers inquisitively into the future, our present.
The building has changed but the function remains, as trains embark upon and conclude their journeys.
This continuity hints at a timeless realm, and the circular symbiosis of journey and destination.

GARDENS BY THE BAY

for SINGAPORE NATIONAL PARKS BOARD
The vision, to create a ‘City in a Garden’ supported
Singapore’s ambition to become a leading global
city for the 21st century. Essentially a collection
of conservatories, structures and gardens, the
site features two mammoth steel-framed domes,
between 38m and 58m in height, making them
among the largest greenhouses in the world.
As one of the most environmentally innovative
schemes in the world, this astounding project totally
transformed Singapore’s waterfront in 2010.

SATELLITE FLOWER SHOW

by ANNA LIU

Overnight something very special happens in the heart of the city, a crowd gathers and watches
as a sequence of slender petals rise into the air to form a grove. The Satellite Flower Show has
been inspired by the central grove of 12 super-trees in the Gardens by the Bay. With heights
varying from 4 to 6 metres, the petals form a covered space of 200 square metres.
The structure of this piece has been created using the technique of Shell Lace Structure,
pioneered in 2009 by Tonkin Liu with engineers from ARUP, further refined here to create
different clusters of gathering and display spaces for 200-400 people. Delicacy of perforation
patterns have been extensively refined to evoke the exuberance and diversity in nature.

BROADWICK HOUSE

for DERWENT LONDON
The conundrum: how to balance the demands of a
signature architect’s scheme within a constrained
urban location? We knew we needed to deliver for
this innovative, visionary client. Derwent London holds
design integrity as its vanguard and the resulting
building completed in 2001 had a number of interesting
features including a double height sixth floor with
curved roof, exposed concrete walls and columns, and
paneled ceiling and glazed panels to all four elevations.
The thoughtful design also incorporated facilities
for the adjacent market traders and improved
the overall streetscape. Ford Motor Company,
in seeking high quality, prestigious and ‘different’
accommodation for their design studio, let the entire
premises as soon as the project started on site.

ROOTING

by SILVINA SORIA
As subtle drawings in the space, this complex net of steel rods manifest my latest exploration
of the idea of Rooting as part of a deeper reflection on my series of 3D Maps.
Considering the characteristics of Broadwick House, particularly the massive use of glass and large open spaces,
the visual lightness of the sculptures allows merging seamlessly with the environment and generates a set of
vanishing points in a dynamic dialogue rather than imposing their static forms. The use of an industrial material
such as steel rods also provoke an interaction with the lines that build up the architectural composition.

45 PARK LANE

for THE DORCHESTER COLLECTION
Vacant since 1996, and following years of disuse,
the former London Playboy Club, located in one of
London’s most sought after areas, was renovated
to astounding effect. In what was a mammoth
task, the conversion and refurbishment turned
the building into a contemporary five-star hotel
with 47 luxury suites, including two penthouses.
The glamorous scheme included a new
extension, contemporary restaurant, luxurious
bar and gym and would go on to win in the Hotel
category in the New London Awards 2013.

UNTITLED

by JEANETTE GUNNARSSON

One of the main elements of my artistic practice is that I usually work from photography. Photographing
objects and spaces allows me to focus on areas of interest, create compositions and new narratives.
For 45 Park Lane, I used images that I took from the exterior of the building as well as the interior
of the space. I was particularly drawn to some of the design elements of the furnishings of the
interior and the shape of the building, as it is a rather unusual architectural design.
I chose to use a fluid and process based approach to the images I wanted to create by combining expressive
abstract elements and figurative drawings of the interior and exterior elements which I liked. Visually influenced
by collage artists such as Max Ernst and George Grosz, who always include strong compositional elements in
their work, I also included a more liberal abstract approach which was entirely based on experimentation.

BEN PIMLOTT BUILDING

for GOLDSMITHS COLLEGE
Named after the late political biographer, historian
and Warden of Goldsmiths College, Professor
Ben Pimlott. The building was designed as a
seven-storey box with an industrial aesthetic to
reflect the tough studio space within, this truly
innovative building would go on to create a major
new focal point for Goldsmiths and spearhead
regeneration in a deprived area of New Cross.
Designed by Will Alsop and team and delivered by
Buro Four in 2004, the building provided an incubator
for British Visual Art. It enhanced our reputation
for design friendliness, and our ability to deliver
highly creative schemes with funding constraints.

UNTITLED

by FLY CHEN
I use contrasting colour to create my work, so I stuck with that for this project. The first
sight of the Ben Pimlott Building gave me a strong sense of freedom and futurism, but it is
still sympathetic to the environment. The characteristics of the architecture gave me many
ideas and so I tried to use my own visual language to represent that feeling.
The elements of the picture that should not appear in the same space come together in my
picture, showing a strong sense of conflict, yet harmony, as the building does itself.

ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATRE
with BENNETTS ASSOCIATES

The most famous theatre in The Bard’s hometown of
Stratford-upon-Avon underwent big changes as part
of the Royal Shakespeare Company’s ambition to
modernise the courtyard theatres of Shakespeare’s day.
The Royal Shakespeare Company wanted to transform
the relationship between artists and audiences and
created a thrust stage auditorium with seating for
over 1,000 people; bringing the audience closer
to the stage. A new theatre tower marks the new
entrance, and a new public square provides an outdoor
performance stage and meeting place for visitors.
The completed project won Building Awards
2011 “Project of the Year” and was shortlisted
for the RIBA Stirling Prize 2011.

DRESS REHEARSAL

by LEE ELLIS

What makes the Royal Shakespeare Theatre truly magnificent isn’t just the wonderful architecture,
but the energy and life being created from within the building. The magic of the actors performing
on stage, captivating the audience and crafting their own stories is the basis of my work.
I decided to focus on telling these stories through mark making, colour and creating movement
through texture. Looking at the life within the building from the view of the artist, looking
out at the audience and painting the emotion felt by both performer and spectator.

HEELIS BUILDING

for THE NATIONAL TRUST
How can a 110 year old charity set new standards for
a sustainable modern office, and effect a complete
change in its central office culture? As the UK’s largest
conservation charity, the National Trust wanted its
headquarters to demonstrate exemplary environmental
practices while providing an open, well-designed,
flexible space that could be adapted to suit changing
requirements and modern ways of working.
In 2005 the Heelis Building brought its 470
staff under one roof for the first time. With an
integrated approach to design, construction
and operation we helped produce a multi-award
winning building redefining what was achievable
in environmentally sustainable office buildings.

HEELIS

by CHOWWAI CHEUNG

The building is an open plan office space with a contemporary geometric synthesis, opposite to the 19th century
buildings of Brunel’s Great Western Railway works. The process I used is a multi-plate, collagraph print, which
I hand finished in acrylic. Constructing my plates involved cutting detail straight onto the card plates.
My initial ideas came from a culmination of drawn shapes, capturing the structure and adding detail with lines,
trying to keep its simplicity. By adding the red brick buildings, it brought another dimension to the piece.

YOUNG VIC

for the YOUNG VIC
After 35 years in what was meant to be a temporary
building, The Young Vic wanted to replace their tired
and somewhat cramped facilities with a “state-of-theart” building fit for the demands of performances
and education in the 21st century. The brief was to
create a space that reflected the values, culture
of new works and young people’s involvement
in the theatre. Our experience of managing new
build theatres allowed us to recognise and solve
the challenges brought by the artistic vision.

UNTITLED

by MICHELLE HOUSE
After seeing the huge amount of work that goes into designing and building a new set for each
production, I decided that one piece of work wouldn’t be enough to describe this ever-changing,
vibrant and creative environment. My decision to produce four square canvases to be presented
in a square was inspired by the set of ‘A Number’, where the audience sit in four separate seating
areas, around a central box, in which the actors perform, viewed through one-way windows.
Windows were something I wanted to feature in the prints, along with imagery of the building showing
the old and new architectural features. The public space is very open, the original tiled area of the old
theatre opens up into a new space with lots of glass, wood, mirror and multi-faceted brickwork - an abstract
artist’s dream. I also included imagery of the metal work on the outside of the building, which I love,
along with the cardboard stools in the cafe which suggest an audience. I have used contrasting fabrics to
suggest the old and new and to echo the different surfaces of worn brick and smooth tile or mirror.
My work is often geometric and is layered with imagery and colour, so the
many aspects of the Young Vic building fitted my work perfectly.

ROYAL ACADEMY TRANSFORMATION
for THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS

The refurbishment and reconfiguration of the Grade I
listed Burlington House and Grade II* listed Burlington
Gardens is a transformative redevelopment of The Royal
Academy of Arts, Britain’s foremost artist-led institution.
The architectural designs by Sir David Chipperfield
CBERA link Burlington House and Burlington Gardens,
enabling the public to experience its world-class
exhibitions programme, historic treasures, work of its
Academicians and the RA Schools for the first time.
The scheme, due for completion in 2016, will create a
number of new public areas and revitalise the site.

UNTITLED

by ALLA BOGDANOVIC

Linen canvas is a classical surface for painting and linen canvas by itself has a beautiful, natural colour which
is similar to the facades of the Royal Academy. I was sought to create ‘lightweight’ artwork using classical
art methods and materials, while giving it different and unusual perspectives and leaving a space for an
audience to be an active part of it and discover their thoughts as a connection bridge. The Royal Academy
is a place where I felt like ‘Alice in Wonderland’...a place to ‘light on’ the power of my imagination.

KING’S CROSS SQUARE
with J.MURPHY & SONS

A complex and demanding project, King’s Cross
Square included the creation of a large public
square and renovation of the front façade and
Colonnade of the Grade II listed station. As one of
the capitals major transport and interchange hubs the
redevelopment had to cause minimal disruption with
access carefully planned in and around the station.
Completed in 2013, the square is paved in York
stone, features a dedicated art space and seating
areas complemented by trees. The striking
scheme provides a transformed approach to the
façade and approach to King’s Cross Station.

KING’S CROSS SQUARE

by YUGO ITO

I have made many stitched-up images of famous sightseeing spots before, with the aim of giving people
a new point of view. King’s Cross Square is one of the most famous spots in London where people have
taken many photos. But I am sure that my image will not be one of those familiar photos. My second
aim was to declare my apprehension of a lack of reliableness in digital photography. This image looks
real but it is not. This is a reality that I recreated intentionally and even if some people notice this is a
composite image, how many people notice I have left the same person in two places? The photograph’s
power of assuring the referent’s existence is so strong that a composite photo does the same.
I’d like people to imagine that the time may come when we cannot trust digital photographs and think about
the role of analog photography again. That is why I always choose famous sightseeing spots to attract people.
I would love to tell you more about why I love and need film photography, but it is a long story to tell.

RADA BUILDING

for the ROYAL ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ART (RADA)
The new millennium brought with it a once in a lifetime
opportunity to work with a stellar list of well-known
and budding future actors and stage managers. The
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art thrust Buro Four
into the arts and media sector in a very big way with
our highest profile arts project at the time.
Having out grown their much loved space RADA’s
redevelopment of their existing facilities included
workshops, rehearsal rooms, a new theatre, public spaces
and supporting facilities. The Gower Street building,
so familiar to generations of actors, was retained in
order to project RADA’s iconic image but is now tenstoreys high with three new below-ground levels.

THE RADA

by LEONARD SEXTON

Expression in painting is best explained as the portrayal of duration, that’s how I breed life into my work. The
RADA’s, spirited shadows are building a home for the idea of exploring direction within the developing philosophy
of the academy. The painting shows RADA teaching a way forward with all old and new aspects of dramatic art.
RADA is the act of an idea, as a centre of dramatic development, shown in the painting as a possible sun rise
and sun set. Drama as training, working and resting an ever changing mood. To convey world as stage, drama
becomes part of the landscape with the RADA building at the centre. The idea of RADA considering its own craft
and history in the present. To represent the RADA building as a home for exploring a dramatic thought process
-an excellence of training, built from the ground up - I wanted to symbolise and encapsulate a whole experience, a
curtain-up and curtain-down. Present a shadowed spirit as a symbol of all. Dramatic art as thought-finding position.
In conclusion RADA is presented in the light forming a bridge between the art form and
reality. To say how it helps is to understand reality. The mystique remains as a vital part
of the process and experience. Always to some degree under reconstruction.

RATHBONE MARKET

for ENGLISH CITIES FUND AND MUSE DEVELOPMENTS
The regeneration of Rathbone Market seeks to
revive the community of Canning Town and has
contributed to the overall regeneration of the area.
A joint venture between Muse Developments and
English Cities Fund, the scheme once completed,
will provide 650 new homes, providing much needed
accommodation to the growing local population.
A modern interpretation on what community in
London can be in an increasingly hemmed-in city; the
project includes a new market square with improved
facilities for the market, new shops and cafés, public
open spaces and new community facilities.

MARKET MARKET

by ELLEN KEMAD

On my arrival at Rathbone Market, the thing that stuck in my mind and I felt needed to be included in my
work were the two London lane trees at the centre of the market itself. Spectacular and strong, London
plane is planted for its ability to adapt to urban conditions and its resistance to pollution. For me these are a
symbol of the community that is living, working, and playing within the development and its new and colourful
buildings, ‘Vermilion’, ‘Aurelia’ and the 3rd phase a golden shining offering to the future of Canning Town.
Working with my photography, I felt that a slightly more representational approach would give the
viewer an insight into the project; with the influence of cubism, playing with perspective and layers
and various scales fitting together to make a scene of this urban plan showing areas of interest.
For example, the granite surface of the buildings reflecting surrounding views, the chairs, inviting
the passer-by to come and sit and people watch, sit and take part in the new urban space.

QUADRANT THREE

for THE CROWN ESTATE
The redevelopment of the Edwardian Grade II
listed building, originally the Regent Palace Hotel,
now known as ‘Quadrant Three’ was another
prestigious project on behalf of The Crown Estate.
Built in 1915, Quadrant Three had already been
redesigned in 1935 by Oliver Bernard in the Art
Deco style, resulting in its listing in 2003.
Now a fabulous mixed-use development the
scheme maintained three corners of the existing
façade and included the restoration of the
Titanic Bar, Dicks Bar and the Atlantic Bar and
Grill all in one diverse and exciting project.

QUADRANT 3

by BELINDA ROBERTS

Quadrant 3: a magical fairytale of history, architecture and design crammed into an awkward space.
Scraping back snatches of paint to reveal layers, I wanted to hint at the building’s past. Balancing this is the
now and the future, never static: the plot will change again and again in ways we can never imagine.
The painting is built up from the invisible powerhouse unseen and unknown: the red streak along the base, an
artery, carrying the life blood of power and services to Quadrant 3 and it’s other limbs. Layered above is a streak of
energy and power. Still below street level is a glimpse of art deco restaurants reclaimed. The blast of black marble
and the band of gold signify the glory of the building’s history and the world of commerce now inhabiting its frame.
Above, out in the open, the building is flying free, released; light soaring, reflecting the opening up of the interior
space and airborne walkways held by a hint of the external Edwardian splendour, the blue, green and cream
faience, Wilder Walk. The building moves and breaths into the future; light, movement and change are all.

BOLDREWOOD INNOVATION CAMPUS
for the UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

BOLDREWOOD
CAMPUS

Situated on a massive 4.3 hectare site in the centre
of the Solent Maritime Cluster, The University of
Southampton’s Boldrewood Campus underwent a
dramatic development to enhance its reputation as a
world-class centre for innovation, business and education
within the maritime engineering and engineering sciences.
The design challenge behind this scheme was how to
seamlessly incorporate the wide variety of specialist
buildings needed on site including; a 140 metre towing
tank, wave machine, laboratories, offices, teaching spaces,
and The Technology Centre for the Lloyd’s Register Group
while respecting the local suburban parkland setting.

UNTITLED

by ANGELICA YIACOUPIS

After researching Boldrewood Campus I decided to focus on their courses including
Marine Engineering, Engineering sciences and technology based courses. I came up with
the idea of making my image look like a blueprint. I then created a world in a test tube that
consisted of all elements to represent science, technology and engineering.
I added my own symbolism of the periodic table as squares in the top right corner of
the image just for an extra touch. The final image as a whole is an advertisement of
the courses at Boldrewood Campus at the University of Southampton.
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